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8 Ball Respond to Gangnam Style Being Most Searched Song of 2012

Leading t-shirt company, 8 Ball, has responded to Korean dance craze Gangnam Style being
one of the top search trends of 2012.

(PRWEB UK) 1 January 2013 -- South Korean pop sensation Psy and his song Gangnam Style has become the
most searched song of 2012, according to Google’s Zeitgeist 2012.

The pop video also become the most viral video of all time this year, and is approaching one billion views on
YouTube.

The song, which mocks people living in the rich Gangnam District of Seoul, has inspired thousands of people to
copy the now iconic dance moves from celebrities to politicians to Etonian students and Tesco workers.

The song was even recognised by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-Moon who described the song as a ‘force for
world peace’.

8 Ball are huge fans of Psy and designed their own Gangnam Style t shirt to accompany the song. The t-shirt
comes in men’s, women’s and kids fit, in a range of bright colours.

A spokesperson for 8 Ball said:

“We are huge fans of Psy and love how Gangnam Style has taken over the world. Our Oppa Gangnam Style T
Shirt is a great investment for fans of this huge dance craze as this phenomenon looks to be going nowhere
soon.”

8 Ball is a leading online retailer of unique t-shirts, delivering thousands of items to UK customers in a huge
range of different sizes and designs. From funny slogans to classic rock logos, Banksy Tshirts and quirky shirts
inspired by pop culture, the tees on offer from the company appeal to all generations and can be printed to
order. Call 01785 330220 for more information today.
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Contact Information
Richard Flanagan
8 Ball
http://www.8ball.co.uk
017 8533 0220

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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